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To all whom ¿t may concern. 
Be it known that we, RUDOLF AFnnLT-RAN 

GER, residing at Zurich, and LUDWIG ZWEI 
FEL, residing at Nettstall, Switzerland, citi 
zens of the Republic of Switzerland, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improvements 
in and Connected with the Production of Wa 
ter-Marks, (for which application for patent 
has been made in the following countries: in 
Switzerland on the 23d of November, 1898; in 
Germany on the 3d of December, 1898; in 
France on the 21st of January, 1899; in Great 
Britain on the 21st of January, 1899; in Aus 
tria on the 10th of February, 1899, and in 
Italy on the 11th of February, 1899,) of which 
the following is a speciñcation. 
According to this invention colored water 

marks are incorporated in- paper by applying 
the marks in color to the surface of the pa 
per-pulp and sucking them into the material. 
According to this invention, also, by giv 

ing the water-mark-printing roller a differ 
ential velocity water-marks are formed with 
shaded portions. 
The accompanying drawing represents by 

a longitudinal vertical section an example of 
apparatus for producing water-marks accord 
ing to this invention. 
An endless making-wire m is led around 

rollers a and passes over three suction-boxes 
b c d. Over the central suction-box ‘c there 
is arranged a printing-roller e, which is pro~ 
vided on its periphery with a design com 
posed of letters, patterns, or the like. The 
design may be made on a suitable material 
such, for example, as wood, metal, or caout 
chouc. A color-roller f dips into a color 
trough g. Between the color-roller and the 
printing-roller there runs a distributing-roller 
fu, which touches both and is adapted to take 
the color from the color-roller and to apply it 
uniformly to the printing-roller e. Above the 
suction-box d there is a pipe h, which is pro 
vided with an outlet. At one end there is ar 
ranged over the wire ma stuff-feeder t', and 
below the wire there are provided supporting 
tube»rolls 7c, which prevent the wire from sag 
ging. The making~wire m passes at the op 
posite end and behind the suction-boxes be 
tween two pressure or couch rollers Z and 
then returns below. 

Theoperation of theapparatus j ustdescribed 
~is as follows: The paper-pulpo passes from the 
stuff-feeder z' to the making-wire m, moves 
with the same over the supporting tube-roll 
It, passes onto the suction-boxes b c d, and is 
sucked thereby. Over the middle suction-box 
c the printing-roller a, imprints its design in 
color upon the layer of paper-pulp. The suck 
ing of the paper-pulp downward on the Suc 
tion-box preventsit from adheringto the print 
ing-roller. The color is fixed more quickly by 
the suction and cannot spread in the ̀ paper 
pulp. If the color is applied to transparent pa 
per~pulp,then the colored part will also appear 
transparent when looking through the paper. 
For the purposes of increasing the durability 
of the paper and of protecting it from imita 
tion line fresh paper-pulp may be supplied 
from the pipe h, that is situated over the suc 
tion-box d, to the printed pulp, so as to be 
come felted therewith and to cover the im 
print. For the purpose of causing the im 
pressions made in the manner described to 
appear with boundary shadows, and thus to 
acquire a still more characteristic appear 
ance, the velocity of the roller e is altered at 
a suitable moment and to a suitable degree. 
The difference thus produced in the veloci 
ties of the roller e, the making-wire m, and 
the pulp thereon is small of itself; but it pro 
duces in the layer of pulp a shifting or spread 
ing of the color beyond the boundary-lines of 
the design imprinted, whereby the shadows 
or the characterictic light effects are pro 
duced. ' This method may also be resortedlto 
in ordinary watermarking, and the water 
marks4 will then have only the characteristic 
light and shade effect. 
We claim 
1. In the art of watermarking paper, the 

improvement which consists in imprinting 
the mark upon one face of a layer of pulp and 
applying suction to the opposite face thereof 
at the point where the impression is made 
and superimposing a layer of pulp upon the 
marked layer, for the purpose set forth. 

2. In the art of watermarking paper, the 
improvement which consists in imprinting 
the mark upon one face of a layer of pulp 
while being formed into a web, applying suc 
tion to the opposite face of said layer at the 
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point Where the impression is made, and mak 
ing the impression at a speed diiïerent from 
that at which the layer of pulp travels, for 
the purpose set forth. 

. 3. In the art of watermarking paper, the 
improvement which consists in imprinting 
the mark with a marking fluid upon a layer 
of paper-pulp, drawing such ?uid into the 
pulp by suction and superimposing a layer 
of pulp upon the marked layer, for the pur 
pose set forth. ` 

4:. In the art of Watermarking paper, the 
improvement which consists in imprinting 
the mark With a marking fluid upon a layer 
of paper-pulp While being formed into a Web, 
drawing said fluid into the pulp by suction, 
and making the impression at a speed differ: 
ent from that at which the pulp travels, for 
the purpose set forth. 
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5. A paper oomprislnga plurality of layers, 2o 
one of said layers only being'watermarked, 
substantially as set forth. 

6. A paper comprisinga plurality of layers, 
one layer of Which has a colored Water-mark, 
substantially as set forth. 

7. A paper comprising a Watermarked web 
intermediate unwatermarked Webs, substan 
tially as set forth.  

8. A paper comprising a web provided With 
a colored Water-mark intermediate unwater- 3o 
marked Webs, substantially as set forth. 
In Witness whereof we have hereunto set 

our hands in presence of two witnesses. 
RUDOLF AFFELTRANGER. 
LUDWIG ZWEIFEL. 

Witnesses: 
MORITZ VERTE, 
A. LIEBERKNECHT. 
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